Sensor array data profiling for gas identification.
The paper presents a new method of qualitative identification of gas. It is based on a dynamic response of sensor array with the emphasis on the processing of discrete measurement data. The information needed for identification of test samples is obtained in course of profiling the data from calibration measurements. This operation consists of the following steps: classification of data sets, selection of representative data sets, parameterization of classifiers associated with representative data sets and determination of data records. In our work Discriminant Function Analysis was used for data classification. The information saved in data record describes: the sequential number of discrete measurement, combination of gas sensors in this measurement which are best for classification of calibration samples, and the parameters of associated classifier. They are identifiers of gas class. The procedure of data record determination itself is time consuming. However this operation will be performed only at the stage of the development of the measurement instrument and when its malfunction is diagnosed. The routine use of the instrument will be restricted to gas identification task, which only utilizes the results of profiling. The identification of unknown gas is performed on the base of data records and measurement data obtained for this gas. Data records guide the preparation of data sets, separately for each class of gases. These data sets are used as input of the discriminant functions which have parameter values also indicated by data records. It was shown in the present contribution, that the qualitative identification of nine test gas samples (vapors of ethanol, acetic acid and ethyl acetate in air) with our method was very accurate and fast.